DESCRIPTION

High performance synthetic lubricant formulated for petrol and diesel engines that require products capable of minimising ash deposits (sulphate ashes, phosphorus and sulphur). Its specific formula meets the specifications of BMW and Mercedes Benz for latest generation diesel and petrol cars.

CHARACTERISTICS

It warrants the utmost efficiency of the particulate filter of fuel oil engines, preventing it from clogging.

- It lengthens the life of catalysts on petrol engines.
- Fuel economy properties
- Protection against wear
- It meets the new requirements of ACEA C3 specification

TECHNICAL DATA

SAE 5W-30, ACEA C3, API SM/CF, BMW LL-04 Performance, MB 229.51 Performance, VW 502 00/505 00/505 01 Performance, FIAT 9.55535-S3 CONTRACTUAL TECHNICAL REFERENCE N°F129.F11, MS-11106